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Two Audacious goals for 2018

•[1] Handwriting recognition + NLP
•Convert records in archives, libraries, churches and courthouses 
into usable data.

•[2] Link together the US censuses between 1850-1940
•Create a shadow tree for the 217 million people who lived in the 
US during this time period.
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•Family History + Machine Learning
•Family Tree
•Academic Partnerships
•Microtasks



Linking the US Population

•Value of a census-based tree:
•Identify possible duplicates. Everyone has a place but just one 
place. Identify twins and siblings with similar name and age.

•Record-to-record linking of new data collections (many-to-one 
matches that can be hand-checked).

•Catch mistakes in the census records (enumerator and indexer).
•Better experience for new users (particularly using phones)



The button question

•“Imagine there was a button you could push and the 
Family Tree would all magically appear. Would you push 
the button?”



The button question

•“Imagine there was a button you could push and the 
Family Tree would all magically appear. Would you push 
the button?”
•Pros:

•Community unity (see how we are connected). Valuable tool for 
research (social sciences and medicine). Allocate resources to 
most-needed data collections. Everyone would want to use it (more 
contributors). Less duplication. More focus on stories, photos, and 
memories (family history).

•Cons:
•Lose process benefits of family history work (learning by doing). 
Automation might introduce errors. Mechanical replaces the 
spiritual.



Full automation isn’t working yet.



[1] Family history + Machine learning

•Two important ways that traditional family history can 
contribute to the machine-learning approach:
•First, observing the decisions make while doing family history 
can provide training data for machine learning.
•Second, traditional family history tools can help with groups 
that have lower match rates using machine-learning 
approaches.

•Includes women, immigrants, people who migrate a lot or have names 
that get misspelled.



[2] Family Tree

•My great grandfather has 12 
sources attached, including 4 
census records + M + D.
•This provides a huge training 
set for machine learning.
•1900, 1910, and 1920 census: 
each have about 10 million 
people attached (12 million 
pairwise links).

•50 million 1900-1910 and 60 million 
1910-1920 links should exist. 

•As more people use the Family 
Tree, this will grow even faster.



[3] Academic partners

•There are lots of academics using various matching 
approaches to link census records together. 
•Might be possible to create a central clearinghouse for 
these linkage efforts.

•Scholars could send their predicted matches and get feedback on 
the accuracy of their methods.

•Those predictions can be incorporated into new models to seek 
ways to improve (identify features and methods that work well).

•It might be possible to create a training set that can 
shared with academic partners to help improve their 
models.



Overlap approach

•There are family trees created by other groups.
•We are working with two done by academics: Utah 
Population Database and LIFEM.

•Also: IHC, Ancestry, WikiTree, WeRelate, etc.

•We can overlay the two datasets and create a Venn 
diagram:

•Both trees have the info (quality check)
•New info for your tree
•New info for the partner



Overlap with Utah Population Database

•Combining with UPD would increase the census links on 
FS by: 22% for 1880, 26% for 1900, 18% for 1910, 18% 
for 1920, 15% for 1930, and 18% for 1940.



Cross-checking accuracy

•Volunteers can use the discordant pairs to help fix parts 
of the Family Tree, including records linked to a person’s 
parent or multiple people linked to the same record.



Network Effects

•As the Family Tree grows, the value of using it will grow. 
This will attract more people to use the tree and create a 
virtuous cycle.
•Similar to what happened with Wikipedia. 

•Initial resistance from teachers and public but now as more and 
more academics contribute to it, it has gained legitimacy in the 
educational community. 

•Everyone uses it now which makes the value of using it even 
greater and draws more people to contribute.

•To strengthen this process we need to:
•Measure how complete the tree is now (next slide).
•Involve more people in contributing to the tree (microtasks + linking 
with other websites).





[4] Microtasks
•Find death date
•Find maiden name 
•Find parents
•Find full first name
•Find exact birth date
•Resolve possible duplicates
•Resolve red flags
•Tags/sources for BMD
•Attach census records
•Include alternate names
•Resolve knots

Some of these tasks are easier 
to do than others.

One of the challenges faced by 
new users is that they often 
encounter a hard task early on 
(e.g. duplicates).

This is especially true new 
users with lots of family 
members who have done a lot 
of work already.

But in order to become an 
advanced user on Family Tree, 
you need practice (really 
important for youth).





Linking with other websites

•2.5 million people with profiles



Create links back to Family Search

•The RLL is creating links between SNAC and FS. This will 
allow people doing family history to access materials in 
archives and historians to access family history materials 
about the person.



Create links from FS to SNAC

Homer Earl Capehart
KHX6-SYF

SNAC

https://www.familysearch.org/tree/person/details/KHX6-SYF
http://snaccooperative.org/view/39565708


Needles and Haystacks

•How many knew about SNAC already?
•How many have a relative in SNAC?
•It is hard to know which haystacks to 
look in.
•Another approach is to use machine 
learning to process entire haystacks 
and pin the needles to the tree.
•It will give people creative ideas of 
which haystacks to look in.
•Consider all the records that you show 
up in. Similar records exist for people in 
the past.



Urgent Work

•DJ Patil- White House note.
•“What is required to cut the timeline in 
half?”
•“What needs to be done to double the 
impact?”
•This is not a zero-sum game. We can 
collaborate and it can be a win-win.

•Ancestry, FamilySearch, Academics
•Who can I partner with to cut the timeline in 
half or double the impact?

•The work we are doing can have a 
real impact.



Final note – WWI project
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